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The PR genius who helped make the Pope
popular: Francis's marketing mastermind, an ex
US journalist who belongs to Opus Dei 

Greg Burke, 53, is a senior media advisor to the Vatican
Used to work for Fox News and was hired by the Vatican in June 2012
Born in Missouri he is a member of the controversial Opus Dei 
Pope joined Twitter a few months after he took up new role  

By Jill Reilly

PUBLISHED: 09:20 EST, 21 November 2013 | UPDATED: 12:47 EST, 21 November 2013

Trying on a firefighter's helmet, allowing a young boy to hug his leg during a mass and phoning up his followers for a
chat are just a few of the ways Pope Francis has attracted headlines in the last few months.

And after years of negative press, the Catholic Church is basking in the 'Francis Effect' which has been credited with
a 20 per cent rise in congregations in Britain, and similar boosts around the world.

But who is the PR guru working quietly behind the scenes to help push Pope Francis forward and leading the
Church out of one of its darkest spells following a slew of recent scandals?

His name is Greg Burke and he is a senior media advisor to the Vatican.
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Drive: Greg Burke, the advisor for the communication of the Vatican Secretariat of
State is the man behind the Vatican's PR machine

The Vatican, stung by communications blunders and mired in a leaks scandal, hired the American journalist in June
2012 from Fox News to help improve its relations with the media.

Mr Burke, 53, a native of St Louis, Missouri, had been working for Fox for 10 years.

Before that he worked for Time magazine in Rome for 10 years. 

He worked as a stringer for news agency Reuters in Rome early in his career and has also written several books,
one about an Italian soccer team. 

In his previous jobs, he covered the illness and death of Pope John Paul II, the election of Pope Benedict XVI, the
pedophile scandal, the VatiLeaks saga, and the crackdown on American nuns, reported The Daily Beast.

http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2012/06/24/greg-burke-the-pope-s-new-pr-guy.html
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Media savvy: One of the more amusing tweets Mr Burke wrote on his Twitter page
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Modern age: Mr Burke regularly tweets and is credited with encouraging the Pope
to join Twitter

'A scandal is a scandal, and I’ve reported on them all,' he says. 'It all had to be told, as much as things are true, it’s
good they’ve come out.'

He grew up in a Catholic family with five brothers and sisters. 

He became a member of the controversial Catholic group Opus Dei when he was 18 and is a 'numerary' in the
movement, a celibate layman.

His papal politics may have developed since his earlier days when shortly before Pope Benedict was selected he
reasoned that he was not in the running, reported Vice. 

'He’s considered too conservative,' Mr Burke explained, noting that the former pope was called 'the ‘Panzer
Cardinal’ because he took so many hits for the pope. 

Burke's role - a revolution in the Vatican's communications structure - is similar to that of communications advisers

http://www.vice.com/en_uk/read/greg-burke-pope-pr
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in the White House.

He reports directly to the Vatican's deputy secretary of state, Archbishop Angelo Becciu, the third-ranking person in
the Vatican hierarchy.

+9

This week Pope Francis I took the time after his weekly Papal audience in St.
Peter's Square to bless a severely disfigured man. The Pope has attracted

headlines in the last few months
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Trying on a firefighter's helmet, allowing a young boy to hug his leg during a
mass and phoning up his followers are just a few of the ways Pope Francis has

attracted headlines in the last few months
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Seen it all before: The teenage pilgrims show Pope Francis their technology - but
it appears he is well in tune with modern life

Although he can now be credited with helping to build Pope Francis's popular image, it seems Mr Burke was not
initially keen when he was first called about the position when he was dining out for his father's 90th birthday.

'I told them no twice but the more I thought about it the more it seemed like the right thing to do. I can't imagine a
more exciting challenge for me at this time,' Mr Burke told Reuters.

He accepted the role at a troubling time for the Catholic Church - the Vatican had been bedeviled by
communications blunders ever since Pope Benedict XVI's 2005 election, and was dealing with a scandal over
Vatican documents that were leaked to Italian journalists. 

Mr Burke is the only person in the Vatican's communications structure with vast print and television experience from
outside the sometimes insular world of Catholic media.

'I've had a lot of diverse media experience that I hope I can put to use for the Church that I love,' Mr Burke said at
the time. 

When Mr Burke was appointed  Fr John Wauck, a professor at the Pontifical University of the Holy Cross in Rome
told the Catholic Herald: 'He’s a lay person, from the professional world, who understands how theologians think
and shares their faith… he’s well respected and genuinely liked by the journalists in Rome.' 

'He’s an English-language media professional who knows Italy — the language, the culture, the mindset — and the
Vatican inside out. This is important because many of the Vatican’s difficulties with the media stem from things
getting lost in translation. Greg can help prevent that.' 

hhttp://www.catholicherald.co.uk/commentandblogs/2012/06/29/the-vatican-not-before-time-has-appointed-a-lay-professional-as-its-communications-adviser-significantly-hes-an-opus-dei-numerary/
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Mr Burke has also guided the Vatican through the modern digital age - the Pope
Benedict started tweeting a few months after he joined

Mr Burke is known for his American sense of humour.

'I actually thought I’d leave Fox [to] go work for a football club,' he told an auditorium full of reporters this year,
reported Vice.

'Ended up in the Vatican. No free tickets to football matches – but really good seats at Christmas and Easter.'

Mr Burke is on Twitter where he often posts humorous photos and tweets. 

One of them included a photo of popstar Jennifer Lopez in Italy alongside the caption: 'Was @JLo on a shopping
spree for rosaries in Rome?'

Another post shows a photo of a convertible red Ferarri alongside the caption: 'Parked just outside #Vatican, but
safe to say it's not a new car for #PopeFrancis.'

Mr Burke has also guided the Vatican through the modern digital age - the pope started tweeting a few months after
he joined.

At the time Mr Burke said the Twitter handle @Pontifex is appropriate for a number of reasons.

'The handle is a good one. It means "pope" and it also means "bridge builder",' he said.

'The Pope wants to reach out to everyone.
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Shrewd: The Vatican, stung by communications blunders and mired in a leaks
scandal, hired the American journalist in June 2012 from Fox News to help

improve its relations with the media

'We are going to get a spiritual message. The Pope is not going to be walking around with a Blackberry or an iPad
and no one is going to be putting words into the Pope's mouth.

'He will tweet what he wants to tweet,' Mr Burke said.

Pope John Paul II's longtime spokesman, Joaquin Navarro-Valls, was also a member of Opus Dei.

Last year Mr Burke said he didn't know what, if any, role his membership in Opus Dei played in getting his role.

Opus is greatly in favor in the Vatican these days, particularly as other new religious movements such as the Legion
of Christ have lost credibility with their own problems.

'I'm an old-fashioned Midwestern Catholic whose mother went to Mass every day,' Burke said last year. 

'Am I being hired because I'm in Opus Dei?' he asked. 'It might come into play.' 

Founded in 1928, Opus Dei is part of the Catholic Church and has 500 members across Britain.

The stated mission of the organisation - which means 'God's Work' - is to spread the Christian message and help
people embrace Catholicism in their everyday work.
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But it has attracted controversy over its practices including self-flagellation and radical teachings that homosexual
sex is a sin.

Critics have also accused the organisation of brainwashing and being run like a cult.

The ultra-conservative Catholic group became famous worldwide after its sinister portrayal in the bestselling novel
and blockbuster, The Da Vinci Code.

The film, starring Tom Hanks, is based on the Dan Brown novel which described Opus Dei as a murderous, power-
hungry sect.

Read more:

Greg Burke: The Pope¿s New PR Guy
The Vatican, not before time, has appointed a lay professional as its ¿communications adviser¿. Significantly, he¿s an Opus Dei
numerary
The PR Guru Behind the Pope Who Is Charming the World
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grumpyoldlady, Maryland, 4 months ago

So? Wouldn't they hire someone qualified for the job and loyal to the Church? Stop spreading hate and prejudice based on ignorance
DM. Good grief, they use Dan Brown as a source about Opus Dei. Pathetic.

7
29

seanx, Dublin, 4 months ago

Of course all these 'pictures' are set-ups - staged-managed. And now we know the man behind them. The pope embraces the
disfigured man - how amazing that he just 'happened' to be in the front row - and in the exact 'location' where the he and the pope could
meet to embrace in front of the world's media!! Later, questions were asked of the Vatican press office if they had any contact with this
disfigured man before hand ? - or if a medical examination of his condition was obtained beforehand the pope embraced him. Or was it
all as 'spontaneous' as we were led to believe?? How strange that the Vatican couldn't or wouldn't answer any of these questions put to
them???

24
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Felice Francis, Edmonton, Canada, 4 months ago

Enter your commentThis man captures what is being ARROGATE (meaning, take or claim something for oneself without justification). If
truly he is the reason behind Pope Francis' being a media darling, he should have been able to have done the same thing for Pope
Benedict VI on his last 8 months of pontificate (June 2012-Feb 2013) but he didn't. Pope Francis' popularity lies not on this PR gimmick
but on the the kind of person he is. He exudes warmth that appeals to people in general. If he was not, no amount of publicity stunt
would have work in the popularity he has achieved even just after a month into his papacy.

6
26

Felice Francis, Edmonton, Canada, 4 months ago

This man captures what is being ARROGATE (meaning, take or claim something for oneself without justification). If truly he is the
reason behind Pope Francis' being a media darling, he should have been able to have done the same thing for Pope Benedict VI on his
last 8 months of pontificate (June 2012-Feb 2013) but he didn't. Pope Francis' popularity lies not on this PR gimmick but on the the kind
of person he is. He exudes warmth that appeals to people in general. If he was not, no amount of publicity stunt would have work in the
popularity he has achieved even just after a month into his papacy.

3
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Ken Crabshaw, Basildon, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I'm an atheist, but I can see what a good, decent man this Pope is. He hardly needs some PR wonk...

6
28

Open Eyes, London, 4 months ago

If a man truly as Christ Spirit in him he does not need some PR guru to help him show this to the world, Jesus, who had the complete
spirit of God did not need someone to help him by setting up staged events or polishing his image so that he could go down in history
as some cool guy.
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21

tegelberg, Füssen, Germany, 4 months ago

"radical teachings that homosexual sex is a sin." Oh please DM where do you get your journalists?Do they not know anything?This is
normal teaching of the Catholic Church,not a radical teaching in the Opus Die organisation.
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Hope, London, 4 months ago

I'm sure Jesus didn't have a PR man.

4
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wilf, philippines, 4 months ago

Very interesting; let's watch this space.

1
7

Alex, Amsterdam, 4 months ago

Pope, Presidents, Premiers - nothing on this level is real and genuine, it's all carefully projected illusion.
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